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             This faq contains all of the Alpha, Beta,  
       and Sigma Navis and where they are located. This faq also  
 contains everything you need to know about virus breeding and some  
                          very useful tips.   
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BubbleManAlpha 
- He has 800 HP. 
- He is at the narrow bridge in the dead end of Yoka 1 bug frag trader. 
- You will get BubbleMan B if you win. 

DesertManAlpha 
- He has 1200 HP. 
- He is at a platform in Beach 1 near the Hospital Comp teleport spot. 

PlantManAlpha 
- he has 1300 HP. 
- He is at the dead end in Undernet 4 near teleport spot. 

flashManAlpha 
- he has 500 HP. 
- He is at the dead end in ACDC 3 beside the entrance to ACDC Square. 

BeastManAlpha 
- He has 700HP. 
- He is at the dead end of the lower part of science lab near the entrance. 

DrillManAlpha 
- He has 900HP. 
- He is on the right at the small platform behind a bug frag trader in     undernet 6. 

FlamManAlpha 
- He has 1400HP. 
- He is on a dead end in Undernet 5. The dead end is on the right of  
the mapbefore the 3 arrow floors. 

BowlManAlpha 
- He has 1300HP. 
- He is in the battlecomp in DNN Studio. 

YamatoManAlpha 
- He has 1800HP. 
- He is at the dead end at the upper part of Secret 2. 

DarkManAlpha 
- He has 1400HP 
- He is in Secret 1, go south and then go to the dead end on your right. 

ProtoManAlpha 
-Talk to Chaud after beating Alpha at Hades Isle. 
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NOTE: Navi V3 navi randomly appears in certain places. Follow the instructions to find 
them.  

DrillManBeta 
- equip sneak run. 
- He has 1200HP. 
- He appears randomly at Hades Isle cyber world. 

FlashManBeta 
- equip sneak run and Battery. 
- He has 700HP. 
- He appears randomly at ACDC 2. 

BubbleManBeta 
- equip sneak run and fish. 
- Reduce your HP until you heard a warning tone. 
- He has 1200HP. 
- He appears randomly at Beach 1. 

BeastManBeta 
- equip sneak run. 
- He has 900HP. 
- He appears randomly in doghouse cmp beside Lan's house in ACDC. 

DesertManBeta 
- equip sneak run. 
- he has 1600HP. 
- he appears randomly in Old TV Comp in Ura Inn's Guest Room in Yoka. 

PlantManBeta 
- equip sneak run and jungle. 
- he has 1700HP. 
- he appears randomly in Hospital Comp 3 in Hospital network. 

FlamManBeta 
- equip sneak run and Oil body. 
- He has 1800HP. 
- he appears randomly in Yoka 1. 

BowlManBeta 
- He has 1500HP. 
- he is in NetBattl Cmp in DNN Studio. 

DarkManBeta 
- He has 1400HP. 
- He is in UnderNet 6. 

YamatoManBeta 
- He has 1800HP. 
- He is in Armorcom at Ura Inn. 

ProtoManBeta 
-Talk to Chaud after beating DarkMan at Hades Isle. 
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BeastManSigma 
- He has 1600HP. 
- In Zoo Comp 3, on the left of the first platform. 
- no element 

BubbleManSigma 
- He has 1800HP. 
- In upper area of Yoka 2, where you the HP Memory was. 
- aqua 

BowlManSigma 
- He has 2000HP. 
- In NetBattl Cmp. Keep on walking on the gray line to run into him. 

DarkManSigma 
- He has 2000HP. 
- In Secret 1. Go to the dead end on your left. 

DesertManSigma 
- He has 2000HP. 
- In upper right corner of DNN Van. 

DrillManSigma 
- He has 1800HP. 
- In Undernet 5. Walk around the platform where you first meet him. 

GutsManSigma 
- He has 2000HP. 
- In Dex's HP. Walk on the south of the map. 

FlamManSigma 
- He has 2400HP. 
- In Undernet3 near the left candle. 

FlashManSigma 
- He has 1500HP. 
- He is in prncpl's PC 2. On the right of white platform. 

YamatoManSigma 
- He has 2200HP. 
- He is in Secret 2 on the platform at upper left corner. You must walk  
on the secret path to reach that platform. 

KingManSigma 
- He has 2000HP. 
- He is in Control panel of DNN 2 floor. Walk on the bottom line. 

MetalManSigma 
- He has 1700HP. 
- He is in Tamako HP. 



PlantManSigma 
- He has 2100HP. 
- He is in HospCom3. Use teleport spot 2 times and go up, left and  
then walk down to the dead end. 

ProtoManSigma 
- He has 2000HP. 
- He is in a platform in Hades cyberworld. 

ProtoManSigma 
-Talk to Chaud after beating YamatoMan at Hades Isle. 
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A.What is virus breeding?.  

Virus Breeding is raising viruses at Science Lab in the Virus Breeder.  
The virus breeder is in the Virus Lab. You will get this late in the  
game. You will unlock this after the events with Mr. Match. 
First you must find the viruses. The viruses are in special locations  
in certain part of the game. You can use these viruses in battles. 
After you delete them, they will come back and then the'll be 
transferred to the Virus Breeder.After you gain a virus talk to the  
guy next to the virus breeding machine. He will give you a chip. Do  
this after you gain a new virus.  

Here are the viruses: 

B. Mettaur

It's in ACDC 1. You need the WWW-ID (get this by completing the "Help  
with Rehab" job). Open the locked door, and it's at the bottom corner.  
If you don't know where it is. Jack into Lan's computer and enter the  
Internet through there. Follow the path and turn at the second 
spot that you are able to. You will fight an Mettaur, Mettaur2 and  
Mettaur3. 

C.Bunny 

After you get the virus breeder you'll see a job named "Please adopt a 
virus!" on the SciLab Job BBS. You need 50 BugFrags before doing this 
job. Go to the SciLab Square. Take the warp point, go left, down, then  
left again, now go up. You will see a purple Navi with a Bunny virus.  
Talk to him. Give him the bugfrags.  

D.Spikey 

Jack into the gargoyle statue on Hades Isle (one whose eyes are lit 
up in red) Go straight up, and go to the top of the second bulge out  
to the upper right. 



E.Swordy 

        NO INFORMATION YET   

F.Jelly 

        NO INFORMATION YET 

G.Mushy 

Go to the CyberMetro in the SciLab, move up the ramp. Go forward until  
you reacha left turn and turn both times you see a turn a turn. You'll  
be behind the stand. The virus is in the right corner. 

H.Momogra 

Go to ZooComp4. Go right where Beastman was. 

I.KillerEye 

Jack into the Principal's computer in ACDC School. Go to the first  
row of desks. Move all the way to the upper right until you come  
see a flashing display. Press A next to it, you'll see it's a  
electronic blackboard. The virus is one square down-right from the  
top square where you are. 

J.Scuttlest 

You must have beatn Alpha to fight this virus. Go Secret Area 1.  
Check the left corner. The virus should be close to there. 
One more thing, This virus may be hard for you.  

K.Scuttlest 2 

Gead to Secret Area 3. Now go onto the compressed path. Keep going  
straight until you you turn to your normal size. Don't turn unless  
the path is turned. 

L. Raising These Viruses. 

To raise these viruses you need bugfrags. After you have capture 
any of the viruses, jack into the virus breeder. You will see four 
teleporting points and one of them straight above. The viruses are  
in the following pen:  

Mettaur and Bunny 

--In the bottom warp point 

Jelly and Mushy 

--Left warp point 

Swordy and Spikey 

--Top warp point 

Momogra and KillrEye 



--Right warp point 

Scuttlst 

Upper left warp point    
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A.What Is AN Omega Viruse 

After you feed a group of them 100 bugfrags talk to the the  
green guy in their pen. He will tell you where the viruses  
leader is. The leaders are below. 

B.Mettaur Omega 

He's in the ACDC school blackboard. Class 5-B.  

C.Bunny Omega 

He's in the hospital bed. Check the top of this area. 

D.Spikey Omega 

He's at the dead end in Zoo Area 2. When you reach the exit to  
Area 3. Turn around and go straight until you reach a dead end. 

E.Swordy Omega 

This hidden from seight. It's behind the panda cage. The virus  
is on the outer rim. 

F.Jelly Omega 

Go to the Yoka Inn bath area. Jack in on the lion's head. Look  
near the big hole in the center. 

G.Mushy Omega 

Go to 3F of the Hospitaln, Jack into the security panel. Go one  
panel down and another panel right. 

H.Momogra Omega 

Where you fought Bubbleman the first time. 

I.KillrEye Omega 

There's a secret jack-in location in the Sci-Lab. It's in the  



doorframe of the entrance to the virus lab. Go close to it and 
press R. 

J. Scuttlst Omega 

In the WWW Base, where you get off the boat. You'll find a 
hidden jack in point. The virus is hiding on the outside squares. 
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<<Mod Tool Goodies>> 

To use these codes, press select when the "OK!" is shown after selecting  
Run! on the navy cust. You will see something in the bottom to enter these codes.  
Note: After Z comes 1,2,3  

Here are the Codes: 

JIEU1AWT: HP +100 
U2IEOSKW: HP +150 
ASK3IETN: HP +200 
SIE1TMSD: HP +250 
SEIUT1NG: HP +300 
AWE3ETSW: HP +400 (Glitch: Custom -1) 
3MZNBXH1: HP +450 (Glitch: Custom -1) 
2YTIWOAM: HP +500 (Glitch: Custom -1) 
O3IUTNWQ: HP +550 (Glitch: Custom -1) 
ZMJ1IGIE: HP +600 (Glitch: Custom -2) 
SRUEIT3A: HP +650 (Glitch: Custom -2) 
DMGEIO3W: HP +800 (Glitch: Panels turn to Poison Panels when you get off them) 
SM2UIROA: HP +900 (Glitch: Panels turn to Poison Panels when you get off them) 
KTEIUE2D: Super Armor 
SKDSHUEO: Break Charge (Glitch: Custom -1) 
SI1IEMGO: Break Buster (Glitch: Custom -2) 
JDKGJ1U2: Mega Folder1 
3DIVNEIQ: Mega Folder2 (Glitch: Custom -1) 
URY33RRO: Mega Folder3 (Glitch: Panels turn to Poison Panels when you get  
off them) 
FFIM1OWE: Mega Folder4 (Glitch: Panels turn to Poison Panels when you get  
off them) 
SKFBM3UW: Mega Folder5 (Glitch: Panels turn to Poison Panels when you get  
off them) 
ZBKDEU1W: Block 
EIR3BM3I: Shield 
SK13EO1M: Reflect (Glitch: Custom -1) 
GKHU1KHI: Shadow Shoes 
PEOTIR2G: Float Shoes 
L3KJGUEO: Kiwarimi Magic (Glitch: Custom -1) 
ZN3UDOIQ: AirShoes (Glitch: Custom -1) 



SJH1UEKA: Humor Sense  
UIEU2NGO: Shinobi Dash 
SKJGURN2: Under Shirt 
XBCJF2RI: FstGauge (Glitch: Custom -2) 
2BKD1UEW: SloGauge 

<<Getting Past The Doors In The Secret Areas>> 

Secret Area 1  
Have at least 140 different battle chips in your standard chip library.  
Find the four people who ask you quizes.   

Secret Area 2  
Collect one giga class chip.(get 200 bug frags and jack into the gargoyle  
at hades, use the teleporter and it will take you to the undernet. Trade  
the navi 200 bugfrags for folderbak)  

Secret Area 3  
Collect every virus family (except the scuttlest).  

The Last Door 
Finish your standard chip library.  

<<The Best Viruses To Train First>> 

Here are some of the viruses you should train first: 

Scuttlest (first group) 
Train the red one alone. To use him everytime just use the chip, 
when you use the don't click A. Just leave it and it will stop on 
the red one. 

KillerEye 
Just train the yellow one.To use him everytime just use the chip, 
when you use the don't click A. Just leave it and it will stop on 
the yellow one. 
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My Website : hometown.aol.com/codewatchers 

My E-Mail  : syrus42000@yahoo.com 

If you need a cheat or tip for  

Grand Theft Auto: Vice City 



Grand Theft Auto III  
Digimon World 3  
Megaman Battle Metwork 3 : Blue  
Smackdown Here Comes The Pain  
Yugioh The Sacred Cards 
Dragonball Z Budokai 2 

contact me at syrus42000@yahoo.com 

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO SUBMIT A TIP FOR THIS GAME CONTACT ME AT  
syrus42000@yahoo.com 
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                This walkthrough has been posted by Gamestar.  
        You may put this faq on your site if desire.  
You may not claim this walkthrough as your own. 

This document is copyright Gamestar and hosted by VGM with permission.


